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Abstract: Steganography is a technique which is used to hide audio signal behind an image in the transform domain 
using wavelet  transform. The audio signal can be of any type, any format like MP3 or WAV or any other type is encrypted and 
hide behind an image without disclosing even the existence of audio signal to anyone. It gives the best way to send an audio 
signal by hiding the secret data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Steganography is a word which is derived from two greek words Steganos(covered) and Graptos (Writing) which means ‘covered 
writing’ means hide data and information into plain sight. Now-a-days, everyone is sharing data and information with each other. 
The development in data sharing with their increased use, the data security issue became an essential step. For data security, different 
methods available such as Steganography, cryptography etc. Steganography is a way of hiding data and information through this, so 
that a person is not able to know whether hidden information is there or not. The hidden data are not visible directly whereas 
cryptography is the way of protecting the data, the message in cryptography is in an encrypted form, and there is encryption key 
which is shared between authorized persons. in cryptography there is nothing like hiding up of data it’s just a way of protecting the 
data. 

A. Steganographic Techniques 
There are two types of steganography techniques available temporal domain and transform domain. The secret information is hidden 
by manipulating actual sample values in temporal domain. The cover object is converted to different domain such as frequency 
domain to get transformed coefficients in transform domain. These coefficients are manipulated to hide secret information. The 
transforms that can be used: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT). The disadvantage of FFT is that it does not provide information about its timings, it only gives frequency information. DCT 
have artifact problems. In our project, DWT is used because frequency content of a function f(t) is given as a function of time by 
wavelet transform. 
B. Steganographic Medium 
There are many Steganography techniques available relying on the kind of item to be protected in a way to achieve security. 
1) Image Steganography: To hide the information use of pixel intensities is done, if the cover object taken is image then it is 

known as image steganography. 
2) Video Steganography: In this technique for hiding information in images in the video the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

adjusts the value which is not conspicuous through human eye. Mp4, AVI, etc video formats are used by video steganography. 
3) Audio Steganography: In this technique audio is chosen for information hiding, that’s why it is called Audio Steganography. 

WAVE, MPEG, etc. digital audio formats are used in audio steganography. 
4) Network Steganography: In this technique the cover object chosen is as network protocol, such as UDP, ICMP etc and these 

protocols are used as carrier. 
5) Text Steganography: In this technique, for information hiding, capital letters, white spaces, number of tabs and many others are 

used. 

C. Steganographic Standard 
1) Secured: When there is invisible difference between cover image and steganographic image, a steganographic system is said to 

be secured. 
2) Cost effective:  Two parameters used for cost effectiveness are data hiding and data retrieval of any steganography approach. 
3) Analytical Attacks: These are the attacks in which the embedded secret messages are extracted. The algorithm which is used 

must show robustness to analytical attacks. 
4) Quality: An appropriate amount of data and a valid approach should be done in order to not degrade the quality of data as 

Increment in data amount decreases the quality, 
5) Indistinct: When the cover image and the steganographic image are not distinguished by human eye, then it can be 

indistinguishable and perfect. 
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6) Loading Capacity: It can be defined as the amount of hidden information that the cover image can implant in it. The rate of 
implantation is given in complete amount like the secret message length. 

D. Steganographic Terminologies 
1) Cover Image: Real image acting as a carrier for the hidden file. 
2) Steganographic Image:  embedded information inside the cover image is steganographic image. 
3) Message: The information which is actually hidden into images, it can be a image or a plain text. 
4) Steganographic key: For getting the message from steganographic image, steganographic key is used. 
5) Implanting Algorithm: For hiding the information inside the image, an algorithm is used known as implanting algorithm. 
6) Detaching Algorithm: For getting the information from steganographic image, an algorithm is used known as detaching 

algorithm. 
 
E. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
In Discrete wavelet transform, mother wavelet is selected, mother wavelet can be defined as a function that is not zero in some small 
interval and it is used to know the properties of the function f (t) in that interval. Then the mother wavelet is translated to another 
interval of time and used in the same way. So, by using wavelet, sharp discontinuities can become approximated and they also 
provide time-frequency representation of the signal. There are many types of wavelets which can be used for this purpose. The 
simplest wavelet is the Haar Wavelet among all the wavelets. In real-life situations, the Information that analyzed  is discrete. Rather 
than a continuous function, we get information in form of number. That’s why discrete one is used in practice. When the input data 
consists of sequences of integers as in images, the wavelet transforms which map integers to integers can be used. Integer Wavelet 
Transform (IWT) is one of another approach. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Frequency domain hiding gives better result than time domain when we talk about image quality. As human eye is minor changes in 
luminance but not that sensitive in terms of chrominance. One of its representations is YCbCr, 
Where, Y:- is the luminance 
Cb and Cr:- are the chrominance components. 
The modification in chrominance part that is Cb and Cr can be done very easily without affecting the overall image quality visually. 
Author M.I Khalil suggested a way for how to conceal small audio in the cover image data without affecting the quality of image 
very much. From the available embedding method, he used least significant bits (LSB) for embedding private data and gave the short 
description of audio steganography. In this a small audio message is embedded in the least significant bits of all bytes of a pixel. The 
maximum size of secret audio is given by 3*W*H, where W is width, H is the height of cover image. As LSBs are used for 
embedding, during compression, cropping, filtering, the possibility of losing data is high. 
MSE and PSNR 
MSE stands for mean-square error and PSNR stands for peak signal-to-noise ratio, they are used to compare image compression 
quality. It is not right to judge the quality of an image on the basis of MSE and PSNR. 
SSIM and UIQI 
SSIM and UIQI used to measure the similarity between two images and Universal Image Quality. Yalman gave a full-reference 
Color Image Quality Measure (CQM), based on reversible YUV color transformation and PSNR measure. Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) approach is used for increasing hiding capacity but it requires original cover at the receiver. In 
extension to blind steganography, the payload and quality are low. Luminance and chrominance are measured by eye’s perception. 
By using the CQM  together,  the traditional PSNR approach provides distinguishing results. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
A. Embedding (At Sender’s side) 
1) First step to read the cover image ‘C’ and secret audio ‘S’. 

C=imread(‘C.jpg’), S = audioread(‘S.wav’) 
2) Represent C in YCbCr and then obtain IWT of Cb components to get 4 sub bands (CLL, CLH, CHL and CHH). 

LS=liftwave(‘haar’,’Int2Int’) 
[CLL,CHL,CLH,CHH]=lwt2(double(Cb),LS) 

3) To get the approximation and detail coefficients, obtain IWT of secret audio. 
[CA, CD]=lwt(double(S),LS) 
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4) Hide the approximation coefficient of secret audio in the second and third LSB planes of CHH and CLH sub bands after 
encryption. 
{C1,C2}=IWTencode(CA,CHL,CHH) 
In this method one byte of the cover image hides two bits of the secret message. To get encrypted secret bits, two bits from the 
secret message are XORed with 4th and 5th bits of the cover byte. 
Suppose S1 and S0 are two secret bits, then S1’=S1 XOR b4 XOR b5 and S0’=S0 XOR b4 XOR b5, where b5 and b4 are 4th 
and 5th bits of the cover byte respectively. 2nd and 3rd bits of the cover byte are replaced by these encrypted secret bits. In the 
similar fashion embedding can be done in Cr component also. Here C1 and C2 are the modified CHL and CHH. 

5) Obtain inverse IWT to get stego Cb. Then convert to RGB format. 
G=ilwt2(CLL,CHL,C1,C2,LS) 
G=ycbcr2rgb(YGCr) 
stegoimage=imwrite(G,’stego.jpg’) 

6) End Embedding. 
 

B. Extraction (At Receiver’s side) 
1) Firstly read the stego image G and represent in YCbCr format. 

G’=imread(G.jpg) 
YCb’Cr=rgb2ycbcr(G’) 

2) To get the 4 sub bands, obtain IWT of Cb: 
GLL, GHL, GLH, GHH. 
LS=liftwave(‘haar’,’Int2Int’) 
[GLL,GHL,GLH,GHH]=lwt2(double(‘Cb’),LS) 

3) The second and third bit planes of GLH and GHH are used to extract the encrypted secret audio bits. Decrypt it. 
CAbin=IWTdecode(GHH,GHL) 
In this method, From one byte (8 bits) of the               stego image/signal coefficient, two encrypted 
bits of the secret information are obtained. Then decryption is done as follows: 
the two encrypted bits are XORed with 4tand 5th bits of the stego byte to get secret bits i.e., S1=S1’ XOR b4 XOR b5 and 
S0=S0’ XOR b4 XOR b5. 

4) To get approximation coefficient of secret audio, convert to decimal. 
CA=bin2dec(CAbin). 

5) In step 4, obtain inverse IWT for approximation coefficient and consider zeroes for detailed coefficients. The result is this secret 
audio. S=ilwt(CA,0,LS) 

6) End Extracting. 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
 

 

Fig-1: Cover image(image is in RGB format) 
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Fig-2: YCbCr image 

 

Fig-3: Y component 

 

Fig-4: Cb component 

 

Fig-5: Cr component 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a technique is used to send the audio signal behind an image by hiding the audio signal. It gives the best way to send an 
audio signal by hiding the existence. The technique needs to be tested against attacks such as histogram equalization, cropping, 
occlusion, translation etc. The experimental results shows that we can extract the secret audio without much distortion in most of the 
cases. 
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